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As imagined, our first full year of operating The Combine in 2020 was not without its fair share 
of unexpected surprises. We saw all programing and operational assistance transition to fully 
remote and the inaugural OnRamp Agriculture Conference change from an in-person event in 
Omaha to over 400 attendees joining in via Zoom. During the year we saw our first company 
complete the program (Terrace Ag) and we accepted an additional five teams into the 
program. In 2021, with support from the Economic Development Administration’s Build to 
Scale Program, we look forward to further bolstering the incubator with additional support in 
the areas of marketing and on-farm and agribusiness partnerships. We continue to be 
incredibly optimistic on the innovative future of Nebraska agriculture and the entrepreneurs 
who seek to add value to Nebraska most prominent industry. 

The Invest Nebraska Team 

A b o u t  T h e  C o m b i n e
The Combine is a statewide initiative supporting high growth entrepreneurs in food and 
agriculture. The program consists of go-to-market support through mentorship and a capital 
readiness program, networking events, a group of partnering producers across the state, as 
well as incubation space on Nebraska Innovation Campus.

A g  I n n o v a t i o n  H a p p e n s  i n  N e b r a s k a
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T h e  C o m b i n e  
M o n t h l y  N e w s l e t t e r

Program updates delivered to your inbox

NebraskaCombine.com

2020 Program Highl ights

4Jobs created
by active and 

alumni 
companies

41
Meetings with agtech
entrepreneurs across 

Nebraska

$1.49M
Raised in funding by active and alumni Combine 

companies since program inception

36
Active mentors

9
meetup.com/Nebraska-Food-Ag-Technology/

Meetup 
Events

$600,000
One of 52 programs to win the 

Build to Scale Award from EDA 

$50,000
One of 55 programs to win the 

Energy Program for Innovation Cluster Award 

OnRamp 2020:
70+ Corporate Partners 
400+ Startup applications 
14 countries represented

OnRamp 2021: July 14 & 15
onrampagricultureconference.com

https://nebraskacombine.com/
https://www.meetup.com/Nebraska-Food-Ag-Technology/
https://onrampagricultureconference.com/
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C o m b i n e  I n c u b a t o r  C o m p a n i e s

A g W a t e r H a r v e s t e r

C o r r a l  T e c h n o l o g i e s

F a r m A f i e l d

Opportunity: Livestock waste processing has unique considerations that has made 
current water purifications systems difficult to operate at-scale while also missing out on 
potential value-added nutrient harvesting. 

Company: Ag Water Harvester is currently researching the commercial feasibility of 
applying some technology currently being used in the oil and natural gas fields to 
agriculture water purification. They hope to target the animal livestock industry with 
specific focus on the anaerobic lagoons. In 2020, the company completed it’s submission 
for a Phase I SBIR through the National Science Foundation. 

Status: Incubator resident

Last Program Module Completed: Customer Interview Module

Opportunity: Current cattle producer decisions on stocking and carrying capacity are 
based on limited financial knowledge which is often constrained by the labor needed to 
move and re-adjust physical fencing in the pasture.    

Company: Corral is interested in learning how operations manage their pasture. The 
company is interested in exploring how improved pasture management through software 
could lead to improved animal health while reducing manual labor. In 2020, the company 
passed 50+ customer interviews, had 3D printed a first version of its collar prototype and 
began rudimentary field testing. 

Status: Incubator Resident

Last Program Module Completed: Customer Interview Module

Opportunity: Traditional institutional investment opportunities in agriculture have been 
limited with low transparency in deployment schedules and complex tax advantages. 
These can result in missed opportunities in new developments in agriculture such as solar 
and regenerative agriculture.  

Company: FarmAfield is an online marketplace streamlining capital deployments in the 
ag sector. The marketplace allows for the purchase of real agricultural assets and 
complimentary risk management strategies. The company is currently partnering with the 
Department of Energy to conduct a feasibility study of utilizing the platform to increase 
capital to solar projects in agriculture.

Status: Startup-in-residence

Last Program Module Completed: N/A
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C o m b i n e  I n c u b a t o r  C o m p a n i e s

T e r r a c e  A g

G r a i n  W e e v i l

P l a t f o r m  C a t t l e

Opportunity: Rural ag land appraisals entail a time-consuming process managing 
PDF’s, spreadsheets, and state documents. The end results often does not include the 
most relevant comparable sales.   

Company: Terrace Ag is an end-to-end software solution for farmland valuations. The 
platform enables ag land appraisals or evaluations to be performed 40% faster through 
data, integration and automation. The company allows farm managers and rural land 
appraisers to access sales database, GIS mapping, comparable sales, and report writing 
all in one platform. 

Status: Incubator Graduate

Last Program Module Completed: N/A

Opportunity: Each year preventable on-farm deaths occur when farmers climb inside 
grain bins. Proper grain bin management can lead to less spoilage and a higher margins 
for grain farmers. 

Company: The Grain Weevil team is exploring how robotics can improve both grain bin 
management as well as safety protocol for those involved in grain bin storage. The Grain 
Weevil is a patent pending grain extraction robot that scurries across the top of the grain 
engaging the grain directly with its drive system and a variety of adaptable tools to safety 
and efficiently aid in the extraction of grain from the grain bin. In 2020, the company 
completed auger modifications, received a prototype grant and began on site testing.

Status: Incubator Virtual Resident

Last Program Module Completed: MVP Design

Opportunity: The markets for top performing genetics of seed stock producers have 
historically been geographically confined due to the physical proximity to bull sales. 
This can lead to pricing disparity across the industry. 

Company: Platform Cattle aims to develop a software platform helping seed stock 
producers find customers who desire their genetics and conditioning practices. After 
customer interviews the company is compiling initial industry data via ecommerce sales 
of supplements. In 2020, the company made successful sales trips to Kansas and 
Texas and launched the first version of its software prototype.

Status: Incubator Resident

Last Program Module Completed: MVP Design
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C o m b i n e  I n c u b a t o r  C o m p a n i e s

C r o p X

B i r d s  E y e  R o b o t i c s

T r e a d s u r e

Opportunity: As more and more on-farm variables and data points are collected 
digitally producers are looking to make actionable decisions to optimize input 
application, leading to significant water, fertilizer, energy and labor savings.

Company: CropX is an ag-analytics company that has developing advanced adaptive 
irrigation services, which automatically optimizes irrigation, thereby delivering dramatic 
crop yield increase and water and energy cost savings to farms. CropX’s technology 
was developed by a team of world-leading scientists and has been validated on-farm 
over the past five years. In addition to their Nebraska team, the company has offices 
in Israel and California.

Status: Startup-in-residence

Last Program Module Completed: N/A

Opportunity: The $405B poultry market needs labor solutions for the over 300,000 
barns worldwide. Many of the jobs associated with the industry are tedious and 
unappealing. 

Company: Dynamic Motion aims to solve the labor issue in the poultry industry 
through robotic automation. The specific problem the team is focused on is the 
autonomous retrieval of mortality within barns. In 2020, the company has gone 
through a rebrand, executed on its prototype grant and is preparing for a 2021 seed 
round fundraise. 

Status: Incubator Virtual Resident

Last Program Module Completed: KPI’s & Operations

Opportunity: With increasing turnover in ag machinery and equipment there is a 
strong need for improved pricing accuracy. The employees of the hundreds of ag 
equipment dealer across the country still rely on paper catalogs for comparable tire 
information. 

Company: Dawson is a traditional agriculture tire and wheel sales and distribution 
business. The business recognizes an opportunity to create a stand-alone solution that 
brings current disparate data sources in user manuals and field sales representatives' 
information to improve the resale process of agriculture tires. In 2020, the company 
moved forward with the use of its prototype grant to launch a beta version in the 
Google Play Store and is moving forward to launch with Apple. 

Status: Incubator Virtual Resident

Last Program Module Completed: MVP Design



2020 National Funding Highlights for Key Nebraska Sub-Sectors
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Row Crops

Water &
Irrigation

Cattle

Biofuels 

Nebraska is a leader in the production of food, fiber and fuel. In 2020, many technology 
companies both located in Nebraska as well as those with strong customer bases, 
employees or strategic partners in the state saw significant growth. Across a variety of 
production agriculture sectors, Nebraska producers continue to be a leader in trialing and 
developing the technologies of tomorrow. 
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Syngenta launches its own seed selection tool: CropWise
Seed selection tools are one of the first areas where large agribusinesses will duke it out directly 
in the automated, data driven product recommendation ring. Climate FieldView offers this, FBN 
has a similar tool and Nutrien has stated they are launching one as well. The CropWise Seed 
Selector introduces resellers and customers to several new features designed to streamline and 
optimize the seed selection process, including satellite imagery for crop diagnostics and a tool 
that expedites field-by-field hybrid decisions. 

Tillable Turmoil
Midwest farmers are pushing back on a new software startup. Tillable has compiled publicly 
available tax data and fertility data from the USDA, and using that data, they offer to rent 
from landowners for what Tillable considers to be a fair market price. A partnership with 
Climate Corporation led to some frustration on data privacy concerns. Later in 2020 the 
partnership was discontinued.  

Provivi Pheromone Technology
Provivi Inc. announced progress on novel pheromone development. Pheromones are 
chemical molecules which act as a bridge for communication among insects in the field. 
The patented technology aims to dramatically reduce pest populations and minimizes crop 
damage. The company has raised capital from BASF Ventures and announced a strategic 
partnership with Syngenta in February.

Mega-Rounds hint at potential upcoming acquisitions
In 2020 Indigo, Farmers Business Network, and Benson Hill closed rounds of $500M, $250M, 
and $160M respectively. For context, these three deals total are nearly 20% of all farm tech 
venture capital raised around the world in 2019.  While there is debate on the strategic path 
forward for each company as well as the path to becoming public, many suspect 2021 may 
be a year for strategic rollups of smaller software, biological and genomics companies in the 
farm tech ecosystem. 

Carbon Credit Craze
Private markets promise farmers monetization of a secondary crop: carbon stored in the soil. 
However, questions loom about data ownership and consolidation in what is quickly 
becoming a crowded space. In 2020 Cargill, Indigo, Nori, FBN, and Radicle were just a few 
of the notable names to launch their own carbon sequestration initiatives.  

Top 10 National AgTech

Developments from 2020
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USDA Releases Five Year Science Blueprint
The Agriculture Department published the “USDA Science Blueprint” to serve as its vision for 
and commitment to scientific research through 2025. The blueprint highlights key research 
areas for value added products and innovation throughout the agricultural system and 
bioeconomy, including biofuels and bioenergy as well as emerging supplemental and 
alternative crops. The blueprint also recognizes the need to modernize and restructure 
programs to provide services that meet customer needs and capitalize on Department 
resources. 

Gates Foundation continues active play in agritech
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation led a $45 million Series B June funding round into 
pest protection startup Enko. The company specializes in discovering small molecules for 
the control of agriculturally important pests, herbs and fungus that damage the crop by 
producing toxic compounds and decrease the quality of the crop, enabling farmers to 
maximize resources efficiency and eliminate or minimize product hazards to create durable 
programs for agriculture productivity. Recent agtech investments by the foundation 
include AgBiome, Apeel Sciences, and Exosect.

ADM Diversifying Further into Animal Health
Archer Daniels Midland announced a $7 million investment into the animal health 
startup Connecterra. The platform draws on a combination of sensors, animal data, AI 
and third party enterprise data to give farmers insights into the welfare of livestock and 
animal feed. It also connects to a farm’s business management software. ADM’s 
diversification plans continue to drive venture investment as a hedge against 
commodity price variations. 

Inari emerging as leader in custom seed genomics race
Ag biotech startup Inari aims to take trait development to a new level: customizing 
seeds to grow best in the soil and weather at the farm where they’ll be planted. The 
company has previously  conducted research with the University of Nebraska, as well as 
undisclosed seed companies. The Cambridge based company has now raised over 
$140M in venture capital. 

AGCO acquires product development firm 
AGCO, a global designer, manufacturer and distributor of agricultural machinery and 
solutions, announced an agreement to acquire research and product development firm 
151 Research to create new technology solutions for grain customers. “Our grain 
customers are facing significant challenges due to difficulty finding labour, low commodity 
prices, and tight margins. We need the sharpest minds working on finding answers to 
these challenges, and we believe this acquisition will help improve our customers’ 
operations through smarter technology,” Stefan Caspari, AGCO senior vice president. 
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CORN IN THE 2020 ’s
No one is better situated with corn, livestock and ethanol than The Cornhusker State. This 
combination is known as “Nebraska’s Golden Triangle.” Nebraska is the third-largest producer of 
corn in the country, second in ethanol production and distillers' grains, second in cow-calf 
production and first in cattle on feed. However, companies with new innovative uses are pushing 
the traditional boundaries for how the crop has historically been used.

T e x t i l e sP a c k a g i n gA q u a c u l t u r e

Prominent players in 
the aquaculture feed 
space such as Cargill, 
Zeigler, ADM, Blue 
Ridge Aquafeeds and 
BlueWater Feed 
Company are actively 
exploring opportunities 
to increase the amount 
of plant-based feed 
used in their 
operations. 

The demand for 
biodegradable packing 
without chemicals or 
toxins continues to rise. 
Cornstarch packaging 
holds a strong 
consistency and is 
compostable in 
industrial composting 
facilities and then 
reintegrated as an 
agriculture fertilizer.

Corn fabric is a fairly 
new concept in the 
world of eco-friendly 
textile. The fabric 
conceptualizes the idea 
of using fermented 
plant sugars derived 
from corn. The corn 
fabric range is strong, 
as it is available in both 
spun and thread forms.

V I S I O N A R Y  S P O N S O R  O F  T H E  C O M B I N E
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Nebraska continues pattern of being early testing ground for 
Israeli Agtech
Jerusalem based ‘Autonomous Pivot’ has opened an office in Wichita, Kansas and expanded 
local customer support in the eastern Nebraska area. The company which aims to autonomize 
the worlds first noninvasive soil water content sensor has formed local partnerships with 
several Nebraska growers and cooperatives. Several start-up companies from Tel Aviv and 
Jerusalem have formed partnerships in Nebraska.

DTN Acquires ClearAg
DTN has acquired ClearAg, the agriculture and weather analytics segment of Iteris. The 
acquisition adds new expertise in agronomic and weather-related insights to DTN content, 
decision tools and data for farmers and agribusiness customers worldwide. ClearAg's real-
time, hyperlocal weather information and land-surface models are used to create a 
number of predictive agronomic solutions, including fieldwork accessibility, field suitability 
for spray applications, and irrigation scheduling based on crop needs.

SimpleAg progressing in poultry industry
Nebraska based Simple Ag Solutions continues its growth in simplifying regulatory compliance 
in agriculture. The platform was engineered from the ground up for livestock and poultry 
producers to manage antibiotic usage, optimize production, and facilitate audits. The 
software is widely used in the poultry industry in the southeast US. In March, the company 
was recognized by AgFunder as one of the top upcoming startups in the animal agtech space. 

Scoular unveils new app with strong partnerships
Scoular Grain, in partnership with The Andersons, Cargill, Consolidated Grain and Barge Co, 
and Koch Fertilizer, have launched ‘Roger’. The desktop and mobile app allows truck drivers 
to scan documents and other information through their cell phones. When they arrive at a 
weigh station, for example, a quick scan of a cell phone allows the driver to receive the 
scale ticket digitally in lieu of a piece of paper. The app also allows for quicker payments as 
opposed to waiting for a check to appear in the recipient’s mailbox.

Acquisitions Heat up in Livestock Sector
Merck Animal Health announced the completion of its acquisition of Nebraska based 
Quantified Ag, a leading data and analytics company that monitors cattle body temperature 
and movement in order to detect illness early. The company will join the Allflex Livestock 
Intelligence business unit within Merck Animal Health. In April, Zoetis announced the 
acquisition of Performance Livestock Analytics to enhance its animal health solutions across 
the continuum of care for beef producers. The company’s cloud solution enables feedlot 
managers to change rations, create accurate invoices and closeout reports.
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Top 10 Nebraska AgTech

Developments from 2020 Cont.

Indigo increasing Nebraska presence 
Indigo aims to improve corn, wheat and soybean yields through plant microbes. Indigo's seed 
treatments contain microbes that live within plant tissue, unlike existing microbial seed 
treatments that contain microbes that live around the roots. Indigo’s recent refocus on the grain 
marketplace has caused some employment base changes. In February, the company announced 
it will be cutting back over 100 employees from its Boston and Memphis offices. At the same time 
new Midwest positions were listed including grain management and grower account positions in 
Nebraska.

Lindsay Irrigation acquires Net Irrigate
In April 2020 Lindsay finalized the acquisition of Net Irrigate. The company's agricultural 
irrigation monitoring system is an application enabled wireless theft detection device that has an 
automated alarm to send alerts to user's phone when a span copper cable is cut in irrigation 
fields and works without requiring any external power, enabling farmers to better protect the 
copper wires on their pivot irrigation system, control electricity theft and reduce energy bills.

CropX regional growth
Following its January acquisition of Nebraska based CropMetrics, CropX has expanded its 
Nebraska presence with a location at the Combine Incubator and several additional dealer 
representatives. The company (under the CropMetrics brand) will participated in The 
University of Nebraska’s Testing Ag Performance Solutions for irrigation scheduling options in 
2020. 

GrainBridge continues expansion
GrainBridge, the joint venture between Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) and Cargill, 
continues to see success out of Omaha. “The GrainBridge grain marketing tool is the first 
application in which transaction information from two different grain buyers will be available 
on the same platform, instead of farmers having to go to two different logins or call their 
buyers,” said Mark Johnson, Chief Executive Officer of GrainBridge. The firm is currently 
hiring several software development roles. 

Beef Alliance launches Startup Challenge
The US Beef Alliance is holding its first-ever startup challenge in an effort to spur innovation 
in the feedlot sector. Broken Bow based, Adam Land & Cattle, is one of the leading members 
of the alliance which collectively represents a quarter of the US fed cattle supply. After 
making it through initial rounds of selection, Challenge finalists will get the chance to pitch 
their solutions directly to feedlot decision makers during an online event. The winner will get 
a cash prize of $50,000 and the opportunity to devise and run a pilot scheme with one of the 
Beef Alliance’s member companies.


